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Long-Reach Passive Optical Network (LR-PON) using hybrid TDM/WDM techniques is one of the candidates for 
access that can solve the expected increase in terms of traffic demand and area coverage. One of its advantages 
share the capacity of any wavelength among more than one user, through TDM/WDM hybrid multiplexing. How
open issue which transmission technology (DWDM transmitters, colorless transmitters, coherent detection, dire
more effectively satisfy the requirements and characteristics of the future long-reach access network. In this ar
new optimization model based on Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) that formalizes the problem of s
cost-effective transmission technology in LR TDM/WDM PONs while also assigning the wavelength-channels
splitting ratio of the remote nodes at different levels, under bandwidth and power budget constraints. Us
ing this proposed 
MILP formulation we can identify the optimal transmission technology for a wide set of possible LR-PON scenarios of interest. 
In this work we provide an evaluation of the optimal transmission technologies under several PON scenarios with varying traffic 
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studied using a diverse set of multiplexing techniques to 
significantly scale their capacity, such as Wavelength Divi-
sion Multiplexing (WDM), Ultra Dense WDM (though the 
use of coherent detection and diverse modulation techni-
ques), Frequency Division Multiplexing, Code Division Multi-
plexing, and possibly, hybrids of the previous
options combined with Time Division Multiplexing (TDM)
[1]. The  main motivation for this intense investigation
on PONs is the savings due to shared costs involved in
the point-to-multipoint architecture deployed only
with fibers and passive devices (such as optical splitters
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such as HD TV, online gaming, VoD, video conferencing, and
mobile traffic. In particular, high-capacity PON is
becoming more important nowadays to support
backhauling of increasing mobile traffic and achieve the
benefits of fixed-mobile network convergence.

New PON-based architectures are being explored to
expand the access network geographically and reach even
larger distances, beyond 100 km [2]. These would allow
consolidation of metropolitan Central Offices, that is
reducing their number and operational expenses by
extending the access network toward the metro segment
and serving a larger base of users in farther locations
Long-Reach PON (LR PON) can be the answer to these new
requirements. Moreover, the next-generation optical
access network is expected to provide mobile and wireless
backhauling over a wide coverage area, which will require
supporting a high capacity [3].

A number of LR PON architectures and technologies
have been proposed so far [4]. An important problem faced
by operators and vendors is to identify the most appro-
priate transmission technologies, multiplexing techniques
and architectures that address all the new access require-
ments in a cost-effective manner. Before selecting and
deploying a specific transmission technology, it is essential
to evaluate and compare its pros and cons from different
points of view, such as cost, reach, capacity, and user
scalability.

In this article, we focus on the study of the most pro-
mising transmission technologies for LR TDM/WDM PON
We aim at devising the optimal combination of devices that
will suffice the connectivity and bandwidth requirements of
such networks. The advantage of TDM/WDM PON is the
possibility to use multiple wavelengths and share them in
time among multiple users. Sharing wavelengths in time
allows to minimize the number of wavelengths in the net-
work, and therefore to reduce the number of transceivers at
the Central Office. The study of transmission technologies for
LR-PON architectures should not be carried out separately
from networking aspects such as traffic load and network
scalability. Therefore, we propose a Mixed Integer Linear
Programming model that optimizes the access network
design, by choosing the most cost-effective
transmission technology at a certain line rate (in bit/s) using
certain mod-ulation format, and the best combination of
passive remote nodes to be installed in order to satisfy
traffic, distance, optical power, and topology constraints
This article is an extension of our work in [5]. Here we
present a compre-hensive set of optimization results for the
assumed scenarios and parameters. We also provide a cost
sensitivity study for the technologies based on coherent
detection given that they are still under research and
development and it is dif-ficult to estimate their cost. In
[6], we have also addressed  this problem through the use
of a heuristic/algorithmic sub-optimal solution.

Several works in literature investigate TDM-based PONs in
order to find the best geographical location of cascaded
optical splitters, and the most suitable splitting ratio [7, 8]
A recent work  [9] optimizes the splitter topology in a LR
TDM-based PON, but it does not include any traffic or optical
power constraints. The authors of [10] propose a network
design based on ILP, which takes into consideration mobile
traffic backhauling requirements and the already existing 
fiber plant. However, in their work, WDM technologies were 
not studied. In [11], authors also aim at finding the best 
geographical location of cascaded splitter and/or AWG, and 
they also include traffic constraints for WDM-PON. However, 
this study only includes an optical power constraint for a 
unique transmission technology, and it does not support long 
reach. None of the above research works has considered the 
implications of involving diverse technologies in the optimi-
zation problem of future LR PON operating over multiple 
wavelengths which are shared in time. In this work we show 
how the choice of the transmission technology is crucial to 
decide the most effective combination of passive remote 
nodes to be installed (if splitters, or AWGs or a combination 
of them). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study 
that addresses such design problem.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II 
introduces the architecture and technologies evaluated by 
the MILP. Section III describes the proposed MILP model. 
To show numerical results, various scenarios are proposed 
and evaluated in Section IV, along with results on our cost 
sensitivity study. Section V concludes this work.
2. Long-reach TDM/WDM passive optical networks

A PON is a point-to-multipoint network where the ele-
ments in the signal's path from the central office (where we 
locate the Optical Line Terminal, OLT) to the user (where we 
locate an Optical Network Unit, ONU) are fully passive, and 
consist of fibers and optical passive splitters/combiners [12]. 
Usually it operates on two wavelengths channels, one for each 
traffic flow direction (upstream and downstream). The capa-
city of both channels is shared in time (using TDM) among all 
ONUs, and the quality of service is guaranteed by means of a 
Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation algorithm [13, 14].

The reach of a PON is typically 20 km. However, in 
order to reduce the number of central offices, and expand 
the coverage of a single PON, it is required to extend its 
reach. In an already existing PON, the OLT is moved toward 
the metro network and, at its place, a new remote node 
(primary remote node) is installed, usually an AWG (due to 
its lower insertion loss compared to splitters). The existing 
remote node near the ONUs (secondary remote node) is 
usually an optical splitter.

Extending the coverage involves not only longer dis-
tances, but also larger number of users and large traffic 
aggregation capacity. In particular, along with residential 
and business traffic, the next-generation PON must pro-
vide mobile/wireless backhauling to transport large 
amounts of traffic from and to the cellular base stations 
or wireless network head-end. To approach this capacity 
upgrade requirement, other multiplexing techniques are 
added to the PON. In particular, the WDM technique is 
often a preferred candidate due to the maturity of its 
transmission technologies. In order to minimize the num-
ber of required wavelengths (i.e., transceivers) in the LR 
WDM-based PON, it is possible to make a hybrid with 
TDM. The hybrid TDM/WDM is a way to utilize the whole 
capacity of a wavelength by sharing it among several 
ONUs, according to their bandwidth requirements.



In the LR-TDM/WDM-PON architecture, depicted in
Fig. 1, we have a primary remote node which is an AWG,
and a secondary remote node which is an optical splitter.
Therefore, the wavelengths on any output port of the AWG
will feed an optical splitter and will be shared in time
among the ONUs connected to this splitter. The OLT would
arbitrate the transmissions coming from different ONU
over the same wavelength, such that there is no collision.
This process will be applied for every single active wave-
length in the system that is shared with other ONUs.

Some of the technological options for transmission in
this architecture are enumerated below:
1)
 Colored dense WDM (DWDM) technology with On-Off-
Keying (OOK) modulation using p-i-n photodetector (PIN)
and Direct Detection (DD): off-the-shelf solution based on
colored transmitters and direct-detection. The PIN-based
receiver is relatively simple and inexpensive.
2)
 Colored DWDM technology with OOK modulation using
Avalanche PhotoDiode (APD) and DD: colored transmit-
ters with enhanced sensitivity based on direct-detection.
3)
 

Ultra DWDM (UDWDM) technology with either OOK or 
Quadrature-Phase-Shift-Keying (QPSK) modulation, and 
coherent detection [15, 16]: solution with highest sensi-
tivity to enable longer reach, at the cost of a complex 
transceiver architecture based on tunable laser sources. 
QPSK modulation with coherent detection allows for a 
high spectral efficiency, while providing an extra 3-dB 
gain in the sensitivity compared to OOK modulation (at 
the same bitrate). In both cases, there are extra losses at 
the OLT related to the use of a coupler, and at the  ONU due
to two couplers.
-
4)
 DWDM technology  with OOK modulation using  Reflec
tive-Semiconductor-Optical-Amplifier-based (RSOA-based) 
ONU and DD [17, 18]: cost-effective, color-less solution 
based on RSOA. RSOA-based ONUs detect the seed light 
sent by the OLT, re-modulates it with the data of the ONU,
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Fig. 1. A LR-TDM/WDM-PON
amplifies the signal, and transmits the optical signal in the
upstream direction using the carrier provided by the seed
light. It is the cheapest colorless WDM transceiver.
5)
 UDWDM technology with QPSK modulation using RSOA-
based ONU and coherent detection [19]: cost-effective
ONU transceiver with enhanced sensitivity achieved by
coherent detection. There are extra losses at the OLT and
ONU due to the use of a faraday rotator in each case.

In all the aforementioned technologies, there are added
losses at the OLT due to the use of an internal AWG to
separate the upstream wavelengths before feeding the recei-
vers at the OLT, and to combine the wavelengths to be
transmitted downstream over the fiber.
3. Mixed-linear integer programming formulation
for transmission technology selection and bandwidth
assignment in LR-PON

Our proposal is intended to identify the most cost-eff-
ective design for an optical access network, such that req-
uirements of traffic demand and distance coverage are
satisfied. This proposal is intended as a design tool that is
able to retrieve the optimal network configuration at the
lowest cost while assuring technical feasibility. This design
includes adopted transmission technologies, remote node
type and splitting ratio, and capacity resources required. In
this section, we formally define the problem, we present
the variables and input parameters, and we describe our
proposed mixed-linear integer programing (MILP).

3.1. A. Problem definition

Aim: Select the transmission technology and appropriate
type of remote nodes that guarantee certain power budget
target and satisfy bandwidth requirements at minimum cost.
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Given: (i) a set of optical devices (OLT, ONU, optical splitter,
AWG) for which different transmission technologies are
applicable, (ii) their cost and optical specifications, that is,
power losses, transmission power, and optical sensitivity
whenever applicable, (iii) the maximum distance at which
the remote nodes can be placed, (iv) the distance between
ONUs and OLT, and (v) the traffic demand for every OLT-
ONU pair.
3.2. B. Parameters and component sets

In this section we define all sets of components and
parameters used in the MILP formulation.

N Set of ONUs; Ntot ¼ |N|;
A Set of AWG types that are defined by the splitting

ratio 1:2n, where the content of the set are
integer numbers that indicate the value of n.
Example: n¼3 refers to an AWG with a splitting
ratio 1:8;

S Set of optical splitters types that are defined by
the splitting ratio 1:2m, where the content of the
set are integer numbers that indicate the value of
m. Example: m¼3 refers to a splitter with a
splitting ratio 1:8;

L Set of wavelengths;
K Set of line rates (Mbit/s);
T Set of transmission technologies;
Cot,k Cost of the OLT for technology t, and rate k ($);
Cut,k Cost of the ONU for technology t, and rate k ($);
Can Cost of the AWG which depends on n and is

related to the number its output ports 2n ($);
Csm Cost of the optical splitter which depends on m

and is related to the number of its output ports
2m ($);

Cf Cost of the fiber per km ($/km);
dmax maximum distance found between the OLT and

any ONU (km);
Dr average distance between remote nodes (km);
Bi Guaranteed bandwidth for transmission between

OLT and ONU i (Mbit/s);
Rk Line rate k (Mbit/s);
Tot,k OLT's transmission power (dBm) for technology t,

and rate k;
Tut,k ONU's transmission power (dBm) for technology

t, and rate k;
Sot,k OLT’s sensitivity (dBm) for technology t, and rate

k;
Sut,k ONU’s sensitivity (dBm) for technology t, and

rate k;
Pot OLT’s power loss (dB) for technology t;
Put ONU’s power loss (dB) for technology t;
Pan AWG’s power loss (dB) for 2n output ports;
Psm optical splitter’s power loss (dB) for 2m

output ports;
Pf power loss of the fiber per km (dB/km);
G power budget margin (dB), usually set to �3dB;
Qi number of wavelengths over which ONU i is

transmitting its traffic;
M a large number (1 0 6);
3.3. C. Variables

In this section we define all variables used in the MILP
formulation. xn,m: binary, 1 if both the AWG with 2n output
ports and optical splitter with 2 m output ports are installed
as primary and secondary remote node, respectively;

zt,k binary, 1 if the technology t, at rate k is chosen;
un binary, 1 if the AWG with 2n output ports is

selected;
vm binary, 1 if the optical splitter with 2 m output

ports is selected;
pt binary, 1 if the technology t is selected;
qk binary, 1 if rate k is selected;
λk,j binary, 1 if the wavelength j with rate k is used;
βi,j binary, 1 if the ONU i uses wavelength j;
bwi,j integer variable that represents the bandwidth

allocated to the ONU i, over wavelength j;
PL integer variable that represents the total power

loss for the longest path OLT-ONU;

3.4. D. Objective function

The objective function of the proposed MILP is to
minimize the total cost:

minð∑tAT∑kAKCot;kzt;kþNtot∑tAT∑kAKCut;kzt;k
þ∑nAACanunþ∑nAA∑mAS2

nCsmxn;mþCf Dr∑nAA2
nunÞ

ð1Þ
The first four terms account for total cost of the OLT, the
ONUs, the AWG (at the primary remote node), and the
splitters (at the secondary remote node), respectively. The
fifth term is the part of the total fiber cost that depends on
the chosen primary remote node output ports. Indeed,
depending on the splitting ratio of the AWG, the number
of fiber segments (with average size Dr) that connect
primary and secondary remote nodes may vary. Other
terms of the total fiber cost are considered here as known
and do not bring any change in the objective function. For
this reason, the rest of the fiber cost is not included.

3.5. E. Constraints

To complete the MILP specification, we formulate all
the constraints that need to be fulfilled.

∑nAA∑mAS2
n2mxn;m ¼Ntot ð2Þ

∑kAK∑jA Lλk;jr∑nAA2
nun ð3Þ

∑iANβi;jr∑mAS2
mvm 8 jAL ð4Þ

∑nAAun ¼ 1 ð5Þ

∑mA Svm ¼ 1 ð6Þ

∑tATpt ¼ 1 ð7Þ

∑kAKqk ¼ 1 ð8Þ

xn;m ¼ un4vm 8nAA; 8mAS ð9Þ
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zt;k ¼ pt4qk 8 tAT ; 8kAK ð10Þ

∑kAKλk;jr1 8 jAL ð11Þ

∑jA Lβi;j ¼ Qi 8 iAN ð12Þ

∑jA Lbwi;j ¼ Bi 8 iAN ð13Þ

βi;jZ
bwi;j

M
8 iAN; 8 jAL ð14Þ

βi;jrbwi;j 8 iAN; 8 jAL ð15Þ

qkZ
∑jA Lλk;j

M
8kAK ð16Þ

qkr∑jALλk;j 8kAK ð17Þ

∑kAKRkλk;jZ∑iANbwi;j 8 jAL ð18Þ

PLrPBDS�G ð19Þ

PLrPBUS�G ð20Þ
where PL, PBDS, and PBUS are defined as follows:

PL¼∑tATPotptþ∑tATPutptþ∑nAAPanun

þ∑mA SPsmvmþPf dmax

PBDS ¼∑tAT∑kAKTot;kzt;k�∑tAT∑kAKSut;kzt;k

PBUS ¼∑tAT∑kAKTut;kzt;k�∑tAT∑kAKSot;kzt;k

Eq. (2) identifies the total number of output ports of all the
secondary remote nodes (splitters), which should match
the number of ONUs installed. In (3), we ensure that the
total number of wavelengths equals the number of outpu
ports of the primary remote node (AWG), that is, only one
wavelength per AWG output port is allowed. Eq. (4) limits
the total number of users sharing the same wavelength to
the number of output ports of the secondary remote node
(optical splitter). Eqs. (5) to (8) indicate that only one
option is allowed: only one type of AWG in (5), only one
type of splitter in (6), only one transmission technology
in (7), and only one line rate in (8).

Eq. (9) defines the variable xn,m as a result of the logica
AND between the AWG selected and the optical splitte
selected. Note that the AND operator in (9) is not
rigorously speaking, a linear constraint, however logica
operators among binary variables can be easily linearized
[20]. In  (10), zt,k is defined as the logical AND between the
transmis-sion technology and the line rate that are chosen
The fact that every wavelength can only operate at one line
rate is expressed in (11). The limitation on the number o
wave-lengths that  an ONU can support  is  set  in (12)
In this  work,  we assume that an ONU transmits all its
traffic on only one wavelength (Qi¼1) to avoid having multiple
transceivers for one ONU, and also to avoid assigning
simultaneous trans-missions over two different wavelengths
when using tunable laser. In (13), we state that the tota
bandwidth allocated to a certain ONU i over differen
wavelengths should be equal to the total requested traffic by
such ONU. Eqs. (14) and (15) determine the binary
equivalent of the variable that repre-sents bandwidth

allocated to ONU i and wavelength j.
Similarly, (16) and (17) determine the binary variable that 
represents which line rate is used in the system.

Eq. (18) is a constraint on the capacity of each wave-
length, which cannot be less than the traffic allocated over 
it. Eqs. (19) and (20) limit the total power loss to the power 
budget (considering a practical loss margin, G) for down-
stream and upstream directions, respectively.

We assume that precise location of remote nodes (split-
ters, AWGs) can be calculated using any available placement 
and allocation algorithm [10], and it can be introduced as 
input to our optimization model in order to find the best 
technological solution and remote devices. In our problem, 
we can associate the cost derived from the number and 
distance of fiber segments between cascaded remote nodes, 
since it directly depends on the splitting ratio chosen. That is, 
if the splitting ratio of the primary remote node is high, then 
more fiber segments should be deployed to connect the 
primary remote node with the secondary. If the splitting ratio 
is low, then lower number of fiber segments will be required, 
and therefore a lower cost. Note that when the chosen 
splitting ratio of the secondary remote node is 1:1, then there 
is no optical splitter installed. In such case, the network will 
be deployed as a pure WDM PON, where a dedicated wav-
elength is allocated to each ONU.

4. Numerical results and discussion

Our optimization model has been solved using CPLEX 
[21]. To illustrate the model, we study a PON where we 
vary the number of ONUs, the maximum distance range, 
and the network traffic load. We have set three PON 
scenarios composed by: 64, 128, and 256 ONUs. We also 
vary the total OLT-ONU distance for a range that covers: 
20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 km. The distance between remote 
nodes Dr, is considered to be in average 9 km for all the 
cases, while the distance from remote node to ONU has 
been fixed to 1 km. In this numerical example, we only 
consider downstream traffic, but note that both upstream 
and downstream power budget constraints are evaluated 
through (19) and (20). We have distributed different user 
traffic types uniformly through the ONUs in the network. 
We have defined that approximately 50% of the ONUs 
handle residential traffic, 40% carries traffic from small 
cells, and 10% take business traffic. The peak traffic dem-
and is assumed to be 100 Mbit/s for residential users, 300 
Mbit/s for small cell backhauling, and 500 Mbit/s for 
business users. Then, these traffic values are modified by 
a multiplicative factor, which we refer to as traffic factor, in 
order to help observing how the optimal solution changes 
for different traffic loads of a network. The traffic factor 
can be considered as a multiple of the per-year forecast 
traffic growth, which we assume as 1.5. Although diverse 
types of traffic may grow differently, we assume the types 
of traffic considered in this article grow in a similar 
manner. This way, a traffic factor corresponds to the 
multiplicative factor used to obtain the traffic growth for 
a certain number of years. We have considered that the 
traffic factor takes the following values: 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 
and 18, where 1 represents the current traffic expectation, 
3 represents 2 years later, 6 represents 4 years, and so 
forth. The traffic increase may correspond to a higher



demand from a single user or service, or a cluster of users
or small cells being aggregated at an ONU.

Every transmission technology has its own parameters
regarding optical transmission power, sensitivity, and
losses for OLT and ONUs. The sensitivity depends on the
line rate, which has been chosen to be either 2.5 Gbit/s or
10 Gbit/s. In Table 1, we summarize the set of sensitivity
values, power losses, and cost for the OLT and ONU acc-
ording to the technology used. We assume BER¼10�4. We
have chosen a unique transmission power (3 dB) in order
to evaluate the reach of the signal over multiple technol-
ogies under the same assumption. Most of the values have
been obtained from the references described in Section II.
Note that interfaces of technologies based on RSOA are
not available for a line rate of 10Gbit/s, at the time of
this study.

We have estimated the cost for ONU and OLT that
directly depend on the performance of each technological
option (based on sensitivity, line rate, and complexity).
Since the cost assumptions may not be fully realistic,
especially for the coherent technologies, we include in this
work a cost sensitivity analysis to verify our estimations.

Other values have been estimated, assuming they would
not vary much from the commercially available devices. For
example, in the case of the AWGs, we have considered losses
of �5 dB. The losses of the optical splitters follow the rule:
�3.5*log2(No. output ports) [dB]. As for the cost, the AWG
may follow this equation: 500þ70*log2(No. output ports)
[$], and the optical splitter this equation: 200þ50*log2(No.
output ports) [$]. The loss of the fiber per km is Pf¼
0.2 dB/km, whilst its cost per km is Cf¼160 $/km.

4.1. A. Numerical results

We have run the MILP for all the combinations of Ntot

(total number of ONUs), distance, and traffic load. The
results in terms of selected remote node splitting ratios,
Table 1
Input Parameters.

Parameter OOK DD
PIN

OOK DD
APD

OOK Coh.
homodyne

DOWNSTREAM Sensitivity (dBm)
@2.5 Gbit/s

�26a �36a �49b

DOWNSTREAM Sensitivity (dBm)
@10Gbit/s

�20a �30a �43b

UPSTREAM Sensitivity (dBm)
@2.5 Gbit/s

�26a �36a �49b

UPSTREAM Sensitivity (dBm)
@10Gbit/s

�20a �30a �43b

Loss (dB) @OLT �5 �5 �8
Loss (dB) @ONU 0 0 �6
Cost($) OLT @2.5Gb/s 20000 28000 40000
Cost($) OLT@10Gbit/s 30000 38000 50000
Cost ONU($) @2.5Gb/s 300 400 500
Cost($) ONU@10Gbit/s 400 500 600
Loss (dB) in OLT �5 �5 �8
Loss (dB) in ONU 0 0 �6

NA: Not Available
a Experimental measurements.
b Extrapolated from [15].
c Extrapolated from [18], and assuming seedlight power 4 �22 dBm. 
d Extrapolated from [19], and assuming seedlight power 4 �22 dBm.
number of wavelengths, and line rate have been summar-
ized in Table 2, while the resulting optimal transmission 
technologies for every PON scenario have been included 
in Table 3.

In Table 2 we can notice that for some cases there is no 
secondary remote node, which leads to the note that that the 
network type is a pure WDM-PON, that is, without wave-
length sharing. Indeed, having a single AWG in the network 
leads to a single wavelength per output port, and therefore a 
single dedicated wavelength per ONU. This selection only 
happens when the network traffic load is large (traffic factor 
18) for all network scenarios and distances, making it 
necessary to have a single wavelength at 10 Gbit/s per ONU 
to respond to the traffic demand. Note that this network has 
no optical splitter at the secondary remote node and there-
fore the insertion losses due to those devices is absent, while 
the insertion loss of the AWG is relatively low and constant 
regardless of the splitting ratio. As a consequence, the reach is 
extended due to reduces losses in the optical path from OLT 
to an ONU. However, from the AWG we must extend a fiber 
till the user facility where the ONU is located, which without 
a secondary remote node implies an increased fiber segment 
lengths, and therefore higher costs. This is the reason why 
this solution does not appear to compete with TDM/WDM 
PON at lower traffic loads. However, it is worth mentioning 
that TDM/WDM PONs require the implementation of res-
ource management mechanisms or a dynamic wavelength 
and bandwidth allocation algorithm which may imply added 
complexity, cost, and delay, when compared to WDM-PON. 
Such added cost was not considered in the current analysis, 
but it is important to keep in mind the possible effects.

Also we can see that in Table 2, most of the solutions 
make use of a 10-Gbit/s line rate for high traffic loads. On the 
other hand, the choice of 2.5 Gbit/s appears at low traffic 
factors such as 1 and 3. Although the use of WDM transmis-
sion technologies at 2.5 Gbit/s is limited to lower traffic 
volumes, they offer a better sensitivity compared to 10 Gbit/s.
QPSK Coh.
homodyne

RSOA DD
APD

RSOA QPSK Coh.
homodyne

�52b �36a �52b

�46b NA NA

�52b �32c �45d

�46b NA NA

�8 �5 �6
�6 0 �1
40000 15000 25000
50000 NA NA
550 250 350
650 NA NA
�8 �5 �6
�6 0 �1



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 3
Transmission technology solutions for all PON scenarios.

PON Scenario Traffic
factor

Distance

20 km 40 km 60 km 80 km 100 km

64-128-256
ONUs

18 DWDM DD PIN DWDM DD PIN DWDM DD APD DWDM DD APD OOK Coherent

64-128-256
ONUs

12-15 DWDM DD PIN DWDM DD APD DWDM DD APD DWDM DD APD OOK Coherent

64-128-256
ONUs

6-9 DWDM DD APD DWDM DD APD DWDM DD APD OOK Coherent QPSK Coherent

256 ONUs 3 DWDM DD APD DWDM DD APD OOK Coherent QPSK Coherent QPSK Coherent
64-128 ONUs 3 DWDM DD APD DWDM DD APD DWDM DD RSOA-based DWDM DD RSOA-based QPSK Coherent RSOA-

based
128-256 ONUs 1 DWDM DD RSOA-

based
DWDM DD RSOA-
based

QPSK Coherent RSOA-
based

QPSK Coherent RSOA-
based

QPSK Coherent RSOA-
based

64-ONUs 1 DWDM DD RSOA-
based

DWDM DD RSOA-
based

DWDM DD RSOA-based QPSK Coherent RSOA-
based

QPSK Coherent RSOA-
based

Table 2
Optimization result for all scenarios.

PON Scenario Traffic factor Distance (km) AWG Splitter No.λs Line rate Network Type

64-ONUs 18 20–100 km 1:64 - 64 10 Gbit/s WDM-PON
12-15 20–100 km 1:32 1:2 32 10 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON
6-9 20–100 km 1:16 1:4 16 10 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON
3 60–100 km 1:32 1:2 32 2.5 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON

20–40 km 1:8 1:8 8 10 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON
1 20-40 km & 80-100 km 1:8 1:8 8 2.5 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON

60 km 1:16 1:4 16 2.5 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON

128-ONUs 18 20–100 km 1:128 - 128 10 Gbit/s WDM-PON
12-15 20–100 km 1:64 1:2 64 10 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON
6-9 20–100 km 1:32 1:4 32 10 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON
3 60–100 km 1:64 1:2 64 2.5 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON

20–40 km 1:16 1:8 16 10 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON
1 20–100 km 1:16 1:8 16 2.5 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON

256-ONUs 18 20–100 km 1:256 - 256 10 Gbit/s WDM-PON
12-15 20–100 km 1:128 1:2 128 10 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON
6-9 20–100 km 1:64 1:4 64 10 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON
3 100 km 1:64 1:4 64 10 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON

20–80 km 1:32 1:8 32 10 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON
1 20–100 km 1:32 1:8 32 2.5 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON
In this way, using a 2.5 Gbit/s line rate can help achieving 
longer reach with a cheaper technology and/or the use 
of higher splitting ratios in the optical splitter, compared to 
10 Gbit/s.

Looking at the results in Table 3, WDM transmission 
technologies based on coherent detection are the choice for 
all cases at an OLT-ONU distance of 100 km. This is mainly 
due to the high sensitivity required to counteract the losses of 
lengthy fiber segments. At distances 20–40 km, all solutions 
are based on DWDM with DD. Since at lower distances the 
sensitivity requirement is lower, this situation fit the low-cost 
DD as most cost-effective solution. We also note that for the 
lowest traffic load (traffic factor 1), the solutions are based on 
RSOA, with reasonable sensitivity and low cost compared to 
tunable solutions. However, RSOA solutions are limited to a 
line rate of 2.5 Gbit/s, that is, traffic factors 1 and 3.

In Table 3 we can see that for highest traffic volume 
(traffic factor 18), DWDM colored technology with OOK 
modulation and DD using PIN is chosen for low distances
and all PON scenarios. It is possible to use this technology
with lowest sensitivity because the network uses a single
AWG and no splitters (see Table 2), leading to reduced
insertion losses due to the remote nodes. PIN becomes
unfeasible when the distance increases (60 and 80 km)
because the fiber losses turn more significant, and the
technology selected is then based on APD. When the traffic
volume decreases (represented by traffic factors 12 and 15),
DWDM colored technology with OOK modulation and DD
using PIN is then limited to 20 km for all PON scenarios
because now there is an optical splitter (1:2 splitting ratio,
see Table 2) inserted as secondary remote node in order to
minimize the cost of the total fiber segments in the network.
Therefore, DWDM colored technology with OOK modulation
and DD using  APD is selected for distances from 40 to 80  km.
At traffic factor from 6 to 9, the network has a lower traffic
volume and wavelengths can be shared among more ONUs.
The splitting ratio of the splitters at the secondary remote
nodes increases (1:4, as shown in Table 2) in order to



 

minimize the total fiber length, and hence the cost. However, 
already at 80 km there is the need to use UDWDM with 
coherent detection and OOK modulation to cope with the 
total optical losses from the fiber length and the secondary 
remote node. Also at 100 km, the solution is based on QPSK 
modulation to offer extra sensitivity and compensate the 
losses.

In Table 3 we can see that traffic factors 1 and 3 have 
some differences between PON scenarios. For the 256-ONUs 
PON scenario and traffic factor 3, the solution for high 
distances (60 to 100 km) is based on UDWDM coherent 
detection. The reason is that, in this scenario, the effect of 
the additional fiber segments on the cost is more important 
than in the other two scenarios, leading to the need of using 
higher splitting ratios at the secondary remote nodes and 
therefore increasing the insertion losses. Indeed, we can see 
in Table 2 that the 256-ONUs PON scenario uses splitters with 
splitting ratio 1:8, while 64- and 128-ONUs PON scenarios 
use splitting ratio 1:2. In the last cases, the selected technol-
ogy is DWDM colorless with OOK modulation and DD based 
on RSOA, which offers lower sensitivity and is cheaper than 
the coherent solution. It provides enough savings to counter-
balance the expenses in total fiber length. At 100 km, the 64-
and 128-ONUs PON scenarios obtain as solution the use of 
DWDM colorless with QPSK modulation and coherent detec-
tion based on RSOA. In this case, as mentioned earlier, we 
there is the added benefit of using a line rate of 2.5 Gbit/s, 
which allows for a high sensitivity.

Finally, for the lowest considered traffic volume (traffic 
factor 1), in all PON scenarios the DWDM colorless technol-
ogy with OOK modulation and DD based on RSOA is selected 
for low distances (10–40 km), while DWDM colorless tech-
nology with QPSK modulation and coherent detection based 
on RSOA is chosen for high distances (80–100 km). This is 
reasonable given the low cost of RSOA-based technologies, 
and the need for the coherent-detection option for high 
distances. For 60 km, both 128- and 256-ONUs PON scenarios 
take as solution the DWDM colorless technology with QPSK 
modulation and coherent detection based on RSOA, because 
the total cost is lower when using a splitting ratio of 1:8 
at the secondary remote node (lower total fiber length), while 
accomplishing the required power budget thanks to the 
high sensitivity of this technology. On the other hand, the 
64-ONUs PON scenario obtains the DWDM colorless technol-
ogy with OOK modulation and DD based on RSOA at 60 km. 
The reason is that, even with low splitting ratio at the 
secondary remote nodes (1:4, as shown in Table 2), the cost
Table 4
Sensitivity of the optimization results to cost variations of coherent detection t

PON Scenario Traffic factor Coherent technology cost reduction Dist

128-ONUs 18 20% 20–
12-15 20% 20–
6-9 20% 20–
3 20% 100

20–
5–15% 100

20–
1 20% 20–
related to total length of fiber in a PON with 64 ONUs has not
such a large impact as it would in larger scenarios because
the number of fiber segments is lower. Moreover, the low cost
of this technology compensates for the fiber-related costs.

4.2. B. Cost sensitivity study

In this work, we have covered a number of transmission
technologies that could be used for future PONs. Among
them, the UDWDM technology based on coherent detection
is currently attracting significant attention and investigation.
Its projected cost in the market could be affected by diverse
aspects such as the volume of market demand and techno-
logical evolution. Therefore, it is very difficult to estimate
such cost and in this subsection, we aim at evaluating the
impact on the optimization process when the cost varies. We
increase and decrease the cost of coherent-based technolo-
gies for all the scenarios, by performing gradual variations in
the cost from �20% to þ20% in steps of 5%. From �5% till
þ20%, no variation was observed in all cases. For the �5% till
�15% variations in the cost, we observe mild cost sensitivity
in the optimization results. When the variation is �20%, the
cost is closer to the non-coherent technologies; therefore, the
sensitivity is high and most of the solutions change.

To illustrate these observations, in Table 4, we present the
results with diverse cost variations (�5%, �10%, �15%,
�20%) for one of the scenarios: 128-ONU PON. We can
observe that for cost reductions of 5%, 10%, and 15% are
observed only when the traffic factor of 3. This is a turning
point where two solutions are very near in cost and therefore
affected by some degree with every cost reduction. In order
to better observe the effects of cost reduction, we present all
results for a 20% cost reduction in Table 5, while all results
specific to traffic factor 3 are presented in Table 6. Observing
Table 3 and Table 5, we observe that DWDM colored
technology with OOK modulation and DD using APD has
been replaced by UDWDM with coherent detection and OOK
modulation. However, the remote node splitting ratios
remain the same for most of the cases (except for traffic
factor 3). The reason is that, with 20% cost reduction, the cost
of the ONUs for the coherent solution becomes lower than
their cost with DD and APD. The rest of the cases remains
without variation.

In Table 6 we observe all changes due to diverse cost 
reductions for a traffic factor of 3. With cost reductions of 
5%, 10%, and 15%, the results changed only at 60 and 80 km. 
Indeed, DWDM colorless technology with OOK modulation
echnologies for the scenario of 128-ONU PON.

ance (km) AWG Splitter No.λs Line rate Network Type

100 km 1:128 - 128 10 Gbit/s WDM-PON
100 km 1:64 1:2 64 10 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON
100 km 1:32 1:4 32 10 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON
km 1:32 1:4 32 10 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON
80 km 1:16 1:8 16 10 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON
km 1:64 1:2 64 2.5 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON
80 km 1:16 1:8 16 10 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON
100 km 1:16 1:8 16 2.5 Gbit/s TDM/WDM PON



Table 6
Transmission technology solutions for the sensitivity analysis when diverse cost variations of coherent detection technologies are applied, for the scenario
of 128-ONU PON with a traffic factor of 3.

Cost reduction Distance

20 km 40 km 60 km 80 km 100 km

20% OOK Coherent OOK Coherent OOK Coherent QPSK Coherent QPSK Coherent
5–15% DWDM DD APD DWDM DD APD OOK Coherent QPSK Coherent QPSK Coherent RSOA-based
No cost reduction DWDM DD APD DWDM DD APD DWDM DD RSOA-based DWDM DD RSOA-based QPSK Coherent RSOA-based

Table 5
Transmission technology solutions for the sensitivity analysis when a 20% cost reduction of coherent detection technologies is applied, for the scenario of
128-ONU PON.

Traffic
factor

Distance

20 km 40 km 60 km 80 km 100 km

18 DWDM DD PIN DWDM DD PIN OOK Coherent OOK Coherent OOK Coherent
12-15 DWDM DD PIN OOK Coherent OOK Coherent OOK Coherent OOK Coherent
6-9 OOK Coherent OOK Coherent OOK Coherent OOK Coherent QPSK Coherent
3 OOK Coherent OOK Coherent OOK Coherent QPSK Coherent QPSK Coherent
1 DWDM DD RSOA-

based
DWDM DD RSOA-
based

QPSK Coherent RSOA-
based

QPSK Coherent RSOA-
based

QPSK Coherent RSOA-
based
and DD has been replaced by UDWDM technologies with 
coherent detection (with OOK modulation for 60 km, and 
with QPSK modulation for 80 km). The reason is that this 
cost reductions are enough to trigger the possibility to 
reduce also cost by increasing the splitting ratio of the 
splitter and therefore reduce the overall cost due to fiber 
length. The high sensitivity of the coherent solutions can 
compensate the extra insertion loss of the splitter. So we 
can see in Tables 2 and 4, that the splitting ratio of the 
secondary remote node changes from 1:2 to 1:8. The same 
happens at 20% cost reduction, at 60 and 80 km. Moreover 
the DWDM colored technology with OOK modulation and 
DD using APD, is replaced by UDWDM with coherent 
detection and OOK modulation, for the same reason 
explained for the cases in Table 5. We conclude that if 
the cost of coherent transmission technologies goes down 
to �20% or less, the influence of cost on the adoption of 
the coherent technology is high. Nevertheless, we can 
affirm that our results hold within an acceptable range.

5. Conclusion

In this work we investigate the optimal design of future
LR TDM/WDM PONs by considering relative cost and physi-
cal properties (such as optical power and insertion loss) of
the devices and fiber to be installed in the network. The
devices can only support one of the available WDM trans-
mission technologies, namely: DWDM with direct detection,
UDWDM with coherent detection, colorless RSOA-based
DWDM with direct detection, and colorless RSOA-based
UDWDMwith coherent detection. Our proposed MILP model
evaluates the optical network configuration using different
transmission technologies that may operate at different line
rates. As a result, the model can select the optimal transmis-
sion technology and the most convenient splitting ratios of
the remote nodes, taking into account bandwidth allocation,
capacity, and power budget constraints. The optimal trans-
mission technology is the one accomplishing all the require-
ments with minimal cost for a given network scenario.

For high distances up to and beyond 100 km, we find that
the most appropriate solution is based on coherent detection.
Colorless DWDM RSOA at the ONUs with coherent detection
for low traffic and high distances and RSOA with direct
detection for low traffic and low distances, are the technol-
ogies that suffice all the requirements with lowest cost. On
the other hand, DWDM-based strategies with direct detec-
tion can serve the scenarios for low to medium distances.
The splitters with high splitting ratio allow higher wave-
length capacity sharing, however, they insert higher losses,
which in some cases can only be solved with a transmission
technology with high sensitivity. On the other hand, low
splitting ratio at the splitters can lead to higher deployment
of fiber segments, increasing the total fiber length cost.

Finally, we also analyze the cost sensitivity of the tra-
nsmission technologies based on coherent detection given
that they are still under research and development, and
hence, their projected cost is difficult to estimate. We
notice that the optimization process becomes strongly
affected only when the cost of these technologies is
reduced by 20% or more. For variations in the cost from
þ5% to þ20%, the results remain unaffected, while varia-
tions between �15% to �5% report some exceptional
variations in the results. This suggests that our results
and conclusions on the role of coherent detection in
LR-PON hold for an acceptable range of cost projections
for this technology.
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